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Strategic Business Diagnostic

Seamless execution eludes many - Some

businesses like a particular bank are

achieving only <67% of their potential and

losing money ($18.7m);

They are not be executing seamlessly –

think about it.

Cause - A mix of performance

limiting/destroying events called

‘interferences’ are at work (see below).

Broken Systems? Toxic Culture?

Flawed Leadership?



Our Email & Website 
Addresses

 tathompson@rtheconsult.com

 www.rtheconsult.com

Our Phone Numbers
Tsuwa Thompson 

 0248324101

 0268324111

Click the Link Below to Do the Assessment. 

https://www.agilityinsights.com

/en/management-

score/rtheconsult

mailto:tathompson@rtheconsult.com
http://www.rtheconsult.com/
https://www.agilityinsights.com/en/management-score/rtheconsult




Some information on this strategic 
diagnostic…..

• Identifying Interferences via Insights - Most business leaders have an idea of what 
their challenges are. The Agility Insights Diagnostic tools take leaders from ideas to a 
point where they have a ‘solid picture’ of the situation after which an apt action plan can 
be defined and implemented.

• Impact via Insights - These insights allow leaders like yourself, to build ‘managerial 
capabilities’ that allow organisations to handle VUCA times (volatility, uncertainty, 
complexity and ambiguity) which we term as ‘Ability to Act’.

• Components of the free assessment – it has 22 questions that focuses on 3 areas 
(below) that results in a ‘Management score’.

o Speed – how we engage our people to achieve maximum ‘flow’?

o Agility – how we coordinate work to maximise outcomes despite VUCA realities?

o Resilience – how do we energise & renew ourselves to withstand VUCA challenges?



Some information on this free strategic 
assessment…..

• Report development – I will share a mini report with you within 48 hours of the 
assessment’s completion, after which we can have a meeting/video conference to discuss 
the ‘full’ report at your convenience.

o The resultant report comes with graphics that tell a compelling story which the 
CEO/COO/GM can use as a stepping stone for change. 

o Where the CEO/COO/GM identifies real value at this stage, he can progress further to 
an appropriate ‘fee based’ package.

• Time involved - the assessment takes only 15 minutes.



Our Principal Facilitator’s Profile.

He has been involved in business start-up projects ranging

from downstream oil & gas entities to healthcare facilities

and has assisted a Ghanaian firm win funding from the

Melinda & Bill Gates Foundation.

Tsuwa is a Certified Partner of the Agility Insights Network

– Tsuwa works with a global network of consultants to help

leaders change their business’ performance and

profitability via ‘Insights’ that lead to better management.

Also, Tsuwa shares his experience and knowledge with the

wider public through public speaking events and is a guest

facilitator on the Joy FM Business MasterClass programme.

Tsuwa Thompson is a man that exalts the strongest of

values with integrity being his watch-word. He believes

deeply in the place of values and culture entrenchment in

people and organisational performance. Mr. Thompson’s

educational and work experiences built him into a highly

analytical, strategist and leader, able to anticipate

opportunities, develop applicable strategic plans to harness

associated potential, and deliver on his promise to add

value to his clients

Tsuwa Thompson is the founder and Principal Consultant,

RtHE Consult (RtHE Consult Ltd). Prior to RtHE Consult,

Tsuwa has played various roles in supply chain

management, sales and marketing and general

management functions. In those roles he has been pivotal

to various changes ranging from ERP to cultural changes

which have given him a strong perspective on the

importance of people performance, systems entrenchment

and strategic planning in redefining a company’s

competitive advantage in the marketplace.

Tsuwa has built RtHE Consult into a conduit that adds

value to businesses and inspires confidence in their teams

to excel and fulfil their goals as he leverages on his

experiences in value and culture entrenchment,

transformational leadership and faith. He has worked with

various firms and has actively helped them bridge the

‘Strategy-execution gap’ and improve business results

through varied ‘strategic thinking’ initiatives, training

interventions, business process re-engineering projects

and small business tool (SBT) deployments.


